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Drawing tourism ministers, representatives of national tourism organisations
and trade associations, and delegates of various sectors of the

travel and tourism industry from 48 countries and territories, the two-
day Conference on International Cooperation for Tourism Develop-
ment Under a New Paradigm, held on 14-15 July in Hong Kong, was
attended by over 1,300 participants. “Revitalising Asian tourism” being
its theme, the Conference, organised jointly by the Boao Forum for
Asia and the World Tourism Organisation and hosted by the Hong
Kong Government, was the largest international conference in Hong
Kong following the removal of the city from the list of SARS-affected
areas by the World Health Organisation. It also helped restore confi-
dence in Asian tourism industry and promote greater cooperation among
Asian countries and the world.

Revitalising Asian tourism

Speaking at a panel discussion session on the industry’s role in
revitalising tourism in Asia, Mr Zhang Guangrui, Director and Research
Fellow of the Tourism Research Centre of the Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences, proposed that a Clean Tourism campaign be launched
and 2004 named the Year of Clean Tourism in Asia. What he meant
by clean tourism were that all destinations in the region should offer a
clean and hygienic environment, that all business operators should
conduct business in a fair and decent manner and that green tourism
should be promoted so as to benefit both the destination and the
tourist. To realise the goal of clean tourism, governments and trade
associations in the region should work together in laying down rules
and regulations governing practices of the industry.

Mr Toru Nakamura, Chairman of the Japan Tourism Association,
by citing the examples of Yunnan and Sichuan Provinces where im-
proved accessibility has helped make the destinations popular with
Japanese travellers, predicted that once accessibility and facilities have
improved in East Asian destinations, the Japanese travel industry will
be ready to respond by providing vast numbers of Japanese travellers
to the region. He also suggested that given their common cultural
backgrounds, and economic interdependence and complementarity,
the nations of East Asia should establish closer economic ties beyond
cooperation in tourism.

Illustrating the lesson learnt from the successful “We Love
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Boao’s conference to boost Asian tourism
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Hong Kong” campaign, in which airl ines, travel agents, hotels,
retailers, restaurants, entertainment establishments joined hands
to reinvigorate Hong Kong and its tourism, Mr Philip Chen, Di-
rector and Chief Operating Officer of Cathay Pacific Airways,
stressed that “cooperation is important, not just among people
in the same industry, but across industries and even between
competitors. There should be a strong partnership among all
the relevant players in the travel and tourism industry.”

Promoting intra-regional tourism

In another discussion session on the promotion of intra-
regional tourism, Mr Peter de Jong, President and Chief Execu-
tive Officer of the Pacific Asia Travel Association, pronounced
that intra-regional travel is the future of Pacific Asia. If there
are more conflicts between the United States and terrorists,
North Americans and Europeans wil l  stay at home or travel
short distances, with the result that Pacif ic Asia wil l have to
look internally to sustain its travel and tourism industry.

Mrs Selina Chow, Chairman of the Hong Kong Tourism
Board, shared with the audience Hong Kong’s experience of
forming strategic alliances with other tourist destinations in the
region: “Our principal criteria when choosing an alliance desti-
nation is that it can complement what Hong Kong has to offer
or otherwise add a dimension not available in Hong Kong.” And
as such, Thailand, mainland China, Singapore and Malaysia were
considered popular complementary destinations for Hong Kong.

Summing up the desirable policy for tourism promotion
in a post-SARS environment, Mr Walter Leu, former Executive
Director of the European Travel Commission, remarked that “it
is no longer good enough just to praise one’s own beautiful
landscapes, cultural wonders and gastronomic temptations. Promotion
must change its character from a monologue to an ongoing
dialogue with the market, having the courage to openly and
objectively say unpleasant things if necessary.” And in return,
the clients will be more readily showing understanding towards
problems faced by their hosts in critical situations.

Hong Kong Declaration

At the close of the Conference on 15 July, a seven-point
Hong Kong Declaration on the Revitalisation of the Asian Tour-
ism Industry was adopted by the participants at the Conference,
committing to reassuring travellers of their safety in Asia and
the Pacific, promoting intra-regional tourism and fostering greater
cooperation between governments, the private sector, interna-
tional agencies, local communities and the media. 


